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Abstract—The multitudes of inverter-based distributed energy
resources (DERs) can be envisioned as geographically distributed
reactive power (var) devices (mini-SVCs) that can offer enhanced
var flexibility to a future grid as an ancillary service. To facilitate
this vision, a systematic methodology is proposed to construct an
aggregated var capability curve of a distribution system with
DERs at the substation level, analogous to a conventional bulk
generator. Since such capability curve will be contingent to the
operating conditions and network constraints, an optimal power
flow (OPF) based approach is proposed that takes curtailment
flexibility, unbalanced nature of system and coupling with grid
side voltage into account along with changing operating con-
ditions. Further, the influence of several other factors such as
revised integration standard 1547 on the capability curve is
thoroughly investigated on an IEEE 37 bus distribution test
system. Finally, a T-D cosimulation is employed to demonstrate
how DER aggregated flexibility can potentially enhance the
decision domain for the transmission grid leading to improved
performance.
Index Terms—Distributed Energy Resources, Transmission
System, Aggregated Flexibility, VAR Provision, Cosimulation
I. INTRODUCTION
REACTIVE power (var) balance plays a vital role inmaintaining transmission grid resiliency and, availability
of sufficient var capability is often considered an indicator
of voltage security [1], [2]. The var related ancillary services
have been mainly achieved by large synchronous generators
and other strategically deployed var devices such as static
synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and static var compen-
sator (SVC). However, a growing footprint of distributed en-
ergy resources (DERs) is replacing fossil fuel based generation
that may result in shortage of regional var availability [3], [4].
It has initiated a discussion on utilizing DERs as alternative
sources in the future grid, along with bulk generation plants, to
provide essential ancillary services to the grid such as ramping
requirements, ensuring adequate inertia, and maintaining var
reserves [5], [6]. This paper concerns to the latter topic with
DER as focus.
Most of the inverter-based DERs have capability to inde-
pendently control the real power and var. Much of the extant
literature focuses on utilizing the var control potential of DERs
to improve the distribution system performance. For instance
[7]–[9] demonstrate the benefit of local volt/var control in
mitigating voltage challenges. Several optimization techniques
are employed to minimize distribution system losses [10], [11],
real power consumption [12] and var absorption [13] by the
feeder etc. However, utilization of DERs’ var potential for
the benefit of the transmission grid has not been adequately
explored.
In this light, we present a hypothesis that thousands of
DER devices with var control capability can be seen as the
geographically distributed var resources (‘mini- SVCs’) from
grid perspective that can provide enhanced flexibility options
to the transmission system operators (TSOs), if coordinated
properly. We call the DER coordinating entity as distribution
system operator (DSO). our assertion is founded on following
reasonings: 1) The inverter based DERs can inject/absorb var
via fast local volt/var controls [7], [9], thus can provide a
significant amount of fast and continuous capacitive/inductive
var support, if aggregated; 2) The proposition of DERs’
var provision is gaining strength with recently revised DER
integration standards such as IEEE1547-2018 [14], California
Rule 21, Hawaii Rule 14 [15] and Germany grid codes [4] that
have made it obligatory for DERs to provide var support for
grid requirements; 3) We argue that the local and distributed
nature of the var flexibility provided by DERs makes it a
suitable contestant for var provision. In fact, an assessment
study for East Denmark identifies DERs var provision scheme
technically and economically competitive to conventional dy-
namic var devices i.e. STATCOMs and SVCs [4]; 4) The
required infrastructure and protocol for DSO-TSO interaction
has started gaining attention. Few studies have proposed and
demonstrated the feasibility of information exchange loop
between TSO and DSO [16]–[19]. Some TSOs in Europe
such as SwissGrid have implemented a payment structure for
voltage control where DSOs can participate in var provision
based on the day-ahead reactive power plans sent out by TSO
[16].
Thus, in this new environment of DERs, a consensus emerge
from literature that motivates TSOs to consider DERs var flex-
ibility in their optimization; although a thorough assessment
of DERs var flexibility is not readily available. based on this
premise, the main goal of this work is to adequately investigate
the aggregation of var capabilities of multiple DER units in
form of a net P-Q capability curve that can offer useful insight
to TSO regarding the available var flexibility from distribution
systems. Note that the DER inverter var control also affect the
distribution network voltage profiles. therefore, we propose
an optimal power flow based innovative methodology that
systematically estimates the aggregated DER var flexibility
region as function of DER real power curtailment without
violating distribution system operational limits, and further
enable readers to assess the impact of various dynamic factors
on the flexibility region.
Previous works have aggregated the capability of asyn-
chronous generators or DFIG for large wind farms [20]–
[22] without considering distribution network constraints as
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2they are not spread out throughout the network. Similarly,
[23] has attempted to approximate the DER flexibility using
geometric approach without physical network constraints. [3],
[17], [24] introduce the optimization based approach with
focus on the TSO-DSO interaction. [25] presents an innovative
optimization based methodology to construct capability chart
in form of single worst-case curve for wind generators (DFIG)
for all loading condition. However, the voltage set-points of
generators are manually set with local information and not
optimally; and the methodology rely on the assumption of
generators maximizing their own var contribution locally.
The present work provides unique contribution in DER ca-
pability/flexibility aggregation in following ways: 1) The pro-
posed methodology provides an aggregated net Q-capability
curve as function of aggregated DER P-curtailment resembling
a virtual conventional generator capability curve. This will
enable TSO to model both P and Q flexibility as resources
from distribution network into their planning, leading to a
greater decision domain and improved optimality of commit-
ment schedules. 2) The proposed approach considers two main
real-world aspects while aggregating capability unlike existing
literature i.e. unbalanced three-phase distribution system and
impact of transmission-distribution coupling. Moreover, in or-
der to provide useful and comprehensive insight, the influence
of several factors on aggregated capability is investigated such
as the revised integration standard 1547-2018, grid side voltage
etc. 3) A transmission-distribution (T-D) cosimulation platform
is employed to demonstrate how DER flexibility enhances the
decision domain of TSO leading to improved optimality. The
T-D cosimulation allows to observe the impact of flexibility
on both transmission and distribution systems simultaneously
which is not possible in traditional aggregated load simulation.
Using the proposed work, DERs potential will be given due
consideration in the operational planning of a future grid.
Section II sets up the conceptual framework for var provi-
sion. Capability curve characterization is discussed in Section
III for which a OPF based process is outlined in Section IV.
Section V discusses case studies along with impact of various
factors on the capability. Section VI demonstrates the potential
impact of DER var provision on the transmission grid and
Section VI concludes the work.
II. OVERALL CONCEPTUAL VAR SUPPORT FRAMEWORK
Fig.1 depicts the overall framework of providing DERs’ var
support to the grid in an integrated T-D system, proposed in
this work. Consider a transmission grid which is connected to
multiple distribution feeders with high penetration of inverter-
based DERs. In this study, only distributed solar photovoltaic
(PV) are considered as DERs. The whole physical system
can be seen in three parts i.e. transmission grid, boundary
buses (substation) and the distribution buses with DERs. In this
framework, we envision a distribution aggregator entity called
distribution system operator (DSO) at substation level which
exchange information with the transmission system operator
(TSO) and DER devices at the customer level. As shown
in the Fig.1, the framework consists of two major functions
performed by the DSO. However, in this paper we only focus
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Fig. 1. The proposed DER var support framework for an integrated T-
D system which has two major functionalities for DSO. Functionality 1,
providing ’Var Capability Curve’ to TSO is the focus of this paper.
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Fig. 2. One line diagram of a typical distribution feeder with DER and its
aggregated representation
on the first function that is to dynamically aggregate the net
var capability curve of the distribution system at the substation
level in every 10-15 minutes time scale based on short-term
forecast and send it to the TSO to include it in their planning
nd operational activities. Here we assume that the TSO has
its own planning and control methods to request var support
from the DSO in case of emergency. The second function of
DSO is to dispatch optimal inverter var set-points to individual
DER devices in order to meet the var support requested by the
grid, however, in this work we do not provide details of this
functionality and scope of this paper is to focus on developing
a general framework to aggregate DER var capability. Other
functions of the framework will be explored in the future
studies.
III. CAPABILITY CURVE CHARACTERIZATION
A typical distribution feeder connected to a transmission
substation bus with solar PV penetration is shown in Fig.2.
Load and PV generation at ith node are denoted by pli + jq
l
i
and pgi + jq
g
i respectively, where p and q denote real and
reactive power component respectively. The distribution loads
and DERs can be aggregated separately as pnetsub and q
net
sub at
the substation as shown in the Fig.2. Consequently, the whole
distribution network can further be aggregated as the net power
demand or load at substation which includes actual loads,
DERs and losses as shown in the same Fig.2. In this section,
we will systematically build the characterization of aggregated
var capability curve.
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Fig. 3. Capability curve of a solar PV inverter device
A. Var Capability of Individual Solar PV
For each individual PV inverter, the device flexibility domain
Ci can be characterize as following:
Ci =
(pgi , qgi )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pg
2
i + q
g2
i ≤ Sg
2
i
pgi ≤ 0
|pgi | ≤ pgi ≤ pgi,rated
 (1)
where, Sgi and p
g
i,rated are the hardware capacity of the inverter
and solar panel respectively, whereas pgi is the solar generation
at given point of time without any curtailment. Ci represents
the available flexibility in var generation or absorption by the
inverter for all possible amounts of real power generation.
We consider the following sign convention: positive value
represents the consumption/absorption and negative value rep-
resents generation/injection of real/reactive powers. A typical
flexibility domain of a solar PV inverter can be graphically
drawn as shown in Fig.3. The outer envelop of the domain Ci
can be defined as a function qg,capi = f(p
g
i ) which is usually
termed as device Q-capability curve. This curve is a collection
of maximum reactive power values that an individual DER
inverter can inject or absorb for a given real power generation.
The domain Ci shrinks or increases as the operating point pgi
moves along the horizontal axis throughout the day.
B. DER Aggregation without Network
Before developing the net capability of the whole network,
lets understand the aggregation of DERs. An aggregated DER
flexibility domain, Csub, can be defined as the total flexibility
provided by all the DERs combined at the substation as
following:
Csub =
(pgsub, qgsub)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
pgsub =
∑N
i=1 p
g
i
qgsub =
∑N
i=1 q
g
i
(pgi , q
g
i ) ∈ Ci
 (2)
where pgsub and q
g
sub are the total real power and var generation
from DERs. The outer envelop of the domain Csub can be
defined as a function qcapsub = f(p
g
sub) that we call as aggre-
gated DER capability curve as shown in Fig.4. The horizontal
axis can also be seen as variation of total curtailment where
point A and origin denote zero and 100% DER curtailment. A
point H(pg∗sub, q
g∗
sub) on the curve implies that for a given value
of pgsub, the maximum possible var absorption is q
g∗
sub. Note
that a given pgsub can be achieved by multiple combinations
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Fig. 4. Aggregated DER Capability curve at Substation
of individual PV generations pgi via curtailment. In other
words, H also denotes the operating point to achieve qg∗sub
var absorption with minimum solar curtailment. All other
possibilities of achieving qg∗sub which fall inside the domain
incur higher real power curtailment of DER than necessary.
The estimation of lower part of qcapsub can be formulated as the
following convex optimization problem.
minimize qgsub =
N∑
i=1
qgi (3a)
subject to pgsub =
N∑
i=1
pgi , (3b)
pg
2
i + q
g2
i ≤ Sg
2
i , ∀i, (3c)
pgi < 0, |pgi | < pgi,rated, ∀i (3d)
Where pgsub is a given value. Similarly, the upper part of q
cap
sub
can be estimated by maximizing the same objective function.
The optimization (3) is particularly interesting as it has an
analytical solution that can be derived using KKT conditions
[26]. For a given pg∗sub, the optimal var absorption/injection
occurs when the total real power generation is divided among
all inverters in ratio of their ratings i.e.
pg∗i =
Sgi∑
Sgi
× pg∗sub
provided pg∗i ≤ pgi,rated. In such case, the expression for
capability curve qcapsub = f(p
g
sub) can be derived as following:
qcapsub = f(p
g
sub) =
√
(
∑
Si)
2 − (pgsub)2
C. Net Aggregation with Network
In the last section, DER inverter devices were aggregated,
however, the more useful information for TSO is the net
available var at the substation which includes aggregated
load, DER as well as network losses. Therefore, we define
the aggregated net var capability curve that provides the
information of maximum net var injection/absorption possible
at the substation which is seen by the transmission system
as net var demand. Henceforth, we will simply refer it as
aggregated capability curve for brevity. We have seen in
Fig.4 that DER curtailment provides real power flexibility that
can further enhance the var flexibility region. Therefore, we
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Fig. 5. Feeder Net Capability curve at Substation
define aggregated capability curve as function of total DER
curtailment, pg,cursub , i.e. q
cap
net = f(p
g,cur
sub ). A conceptual curve
at a given operating condition is shown in Fig.5 that depicts
the capacitive and inductive var flexibility domain. Another
important point to consider is that the inverter var injection or
absorption affects the voltage profile of the distribution system
and consideration of voltage limits may shrink the flexibility
domain in certain operating conditions as visible in the Fig.5.
The pgsub and total curtailment p
g,cur
sub can be written as
pgsub = p
g
sub.(1− pg,cursub )
Where pgsub =
∑
i p
g
i is the total solar generation without any
curtailment. Similarly, for each DER, we can write,
pgi = p
g
i .(1− pg,curi )
Finally, pg,cursub can be written in form of p
g
i and p
g,cur
i as
pg,cursub = (
N∑
i=1
pgi .p
g,cur
i )/
∑
i
pgi
Although DER real power generation curtailment is not advis-
able in normal situations, this option of curtailment exhibits
the higher flexibility of the system and provide more options
to TSO to handle var related grid events. Nonetheless, utilizing
this flexibility involves a greater discussion on policy, customer
comfort, and related cost-benefit analysis.
IV. PROCESS OF CAPABILITY ESTIMATION
A. System Modeling
In this section, we will utilize the ’LinDist Flow’ equations
for an unbalanced three-phase distribution system by [27] to
develop a graph-representation model [8]. Consider a radial
distribution network with N + 1 nodes represented by a tree
graph T = (N , E), where N := {0, 1, · · · , N} is a set of
distribution nodes, indexed by i and j. For simplicity, let’s
assume each i ∈ N has all three phases a, b and c. The set
E := {(i, j)} contains all line segments with i as the upstream
and j as the downstream node. Each line element (i, j) ∈ E
will also have three phases. The subset Nj is a collection
of all immediate downstream neighboring buses of node j.
The secondary side of the substation is denoted by node 0. A
typical network example is shown in Fig. . Let M be an 3N×
3N graph incidence matrix of T . The lth column of matrix M
corresponds to line segment (i, j) ∈ E with entries M(i, k) =
e and M(j, k) = −e, where e is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. All
other entries of M are zero. Now, according to LinDist3Flow
model, the voltages at node i and j can be written as
ViV∗i = VjV∗j − ZpijPj − ZqijQj (4)
where, Vj = [VaVbVc]Tj represent the vector of voltage phasors
at node j. Similarly, Pj=[Pa Pb Pc]Tj and Qj=[Qa Qb Qc]Tj
denote the real and reactive power entering at node j. Zqij and
Zpij are the constant three phase impedance matrices for line
segment (i, j) as given in [27]. Now, let’s define the vector of
squared of voltage magnitude as a new variable Yj=VjV∗j =
[ya yb yc]j for j ∈ N\{0}. Assuming the reference node 0
voltage as Y0, the voltages at each node can be written in
compact form as following:
[M0 M
T ][YT0 YT ]T =M0Y0+MTY = −ZpDP−ZqDQ (5)
Where, M0 is a matrix of size 3N×3 with first entry as e and
rest as zero. ZpD and Z
q
D are diagonal matrices of size N where
lth entries are Zpij and Z
q
ij respectively which correspond to
lth line segment (i, j).
The line flows Sj = Pj+ jQj can be written in form of net
injections as following:
Sj ≈ −sj +
∑
k∈Nj
Sk + Lj (6)
Where sj = pj + qj is the vector of net injection at node j
at all phases denoted by sφ,j where, φ ∈ a, b, c. Usually, in
LinDistFlow model, line losses are neglected which introduce
a relatively small error in the modeling as indicated by [28].
However, to increase accuracy, we consider a constant loss
term Lj in (6). The loss term Lj denotes the losses incurred
in line ending at node j and can be estimated based on the
offline study of the base operating point as indicated in [8].
Equation (6) can be re-written in compact form as
−MP = −p+ Lp (7)
−MQ = −q + Lq (8)
Where Lp and Lq are vectors of real and reactive loss factors.
Using (5), (7) and (8), voltages in form of net injections can
be written as following:
Y = Reqp+Xeqq −M−TM0Y0 + Lc (9)
Where Req = −M−TZpDM−1, Xeq = −M−TZqDM−1 and
Lc = R
eqLp − XeqLq are constants. Lets assume that the
substation voltage is balanced and has same magnitude in all
phases denoted by a a scalar v0. Further, due to radial structure
of network, M−TM0Y0 is same as -v20I, where I is a column
vector of size 3N with all entries as 1.
Substation secondary voltage v0 can be controlled via an
on-load tap changer (OLTC) within a range as v0 = vtm.r,
where vtm is primary side transmission voltage and r is tap
ratio of OLTC. Usually each tap provides ±0.0063 pu voltage
regulation with maximum ±16 taps. Therefore the maximum
possible values of r are 1± 0.1.
Let’s assume the DERs are located at the nodes collected
in a subset G ⊆ N . In this case, only inverter based DERs
are considered such as solar PV. The net power injection of
5real and reactive power at each node j ∈ G is denoted by
pφ,j = −pgφ,j − plφ,j and qφ,j = −qgφ,j − qlφ,j respectively.
Superscript g and l denote DER and loads. For all other j ∈
N − G, pgφ,j and qgφ,j are considered zero. In our convention,
the positive qgφ,j denotes var consumed and negative denotes
the var injected by the inverter. For rest of the nodes k ∈ N\G,
pφ,j = −plφ,j and qφ,j = −qlφ,j are considered. Only constant
power loads are taken here and the capacitors are modeled as
reactive power loads.
B. Net Power Flows at Substation
The net reactive power demand at the substation, qnetsub is
sum of var flow of all three phases in the first line coming out
from node 0 i.e. sum of first three entries of vector Q from
(8). However, in order to account for losses, a more accurate
qnetsub can be written as
qnetsub(q
g
j , y
g
j ) =
∑
φ∈{a,b,c}
(∑
j∈G
qgφ,j−
∑
j∈N
qlφ,j+
∑
j∈N
L(yφ,j)
)
(10)
Equation (10) is sum of the net injection of var at each node
due to load, capacitors and DER inverter and reactive power
losses incurred at each line across all three phases. The loss
term, L(yφ,j) is the reactive power losses in line j of the
distribution network. In a balanced LinDist Flow model, the
losses in line j can be written as (P 2j + Q
2
j )/V
2
j .xj [29].
However, it is not straightforward in an unbalanced system
due to interaction of all three phases. To simplify it, an
approximation is considered that assumes the influence of non-
diagonal entries of Z negligible compared to the influence of
diagonal entries while estimating the losses. Based on this
assumption, L(yφ,j) can be written as:
L(yφ,j) = (P
2
φ,j +Q
2
φ,j)
yφ,j
xφφ,j (11)
Where, yφ,j = V 2φ,j . Henceforth, we drop the subscript φ for
the convenience of the notations.
C. DER-OPF Formulation
Our objective here is to construct the net capability curve
qcapnet = f(p
g,cur
sub ) as shown in Fig.5. To achieve it, we need
to estimate both the capacitive (qcap
net
) and inductive (qcapnet)
var capabilities of the network which is same as minimizing
and maximizing the net var flow at the substation. Based on
the already defined preliminaries, following DER-OPF can be
written to estimate qcap
net
:
minimize
pg,curj , q
g
j , r
qnetsub(yj , q
g
j ) (12a)
subject to
Y = Reqp+Xeqq + (v0)2I+ Lc, (12b)
pj = p
g
j .(1− pg,curj )− plj , ∀j ∈ N , (12c)
qj = q
g
j − qlj , ∀j ∈ N , (12d)
y ≤ yj ≤ y, ∀j ∈ N , (12e)
|qgj | ≤
√
Sg
2
j − pg
2
j (1− pg,curj )2 ∀j ∈ G, (12f)
0 ≤ pg,curj ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ G, (12g)∑
j∈G
pgj .p
g,cur
j = p
g,cur
sub .
∑
j∈G
pgj , (12h)
vtmr ≤ v0 ≤ vtmr, (12i)
pgj is the solar generation at given operating point without
any curtailment and pg,cursub is the given total DER curtailment
which is ensured by (12h). Constraint (12e) ensures the
voltages are within the ANSI limits [30]. y and y are upper
and lower allowable voltage limits, and are usually taken
as 1.052 and 0.952, respectively. Constraint (12f) manifest
the hardware capacity limit of an inverter. To avoid integer
programming, r is taken as a continuous variable. Upper
and lower saturation limits on OLTC tap ratios are denoted
by r and r respectively. In an integrated T-D network, vtm
is affected by the changes in the net power flow through
substation, however, for this section, we set a nominal value,
vtm = 1 and defer this discussion for the next section. The
solution of the optimization (12) provides the optimal var set
dispatch (qg∗j ) and real power curtailment (p
g,cur∗
j ) for each
DER and optimal secondary side voltage set-point (v∗0).
Similar to (12), upper part of the net capability curve
(qcapnet) can be estimated by maximizing the net var demand
at substation which is same as following,
minimize
pg,curj , q
g
j , y0
− qnetsub(yj , qgj ) (13a)
subject to
(12b)− (12i) (13b)
Unfortunately, the objective function in (13) is not convex
due to losses term L(yj) in (10) being quadratic as shown
in (11). However, it can be converted to a convex expression
by removing the L(yj) term as following:
minimize
pg,curj , q
g
j , y0
−
(∑
j∈G
qinvφ,j −
∑
j∈N
qLφ,j
)
(14a)
subject to
(12b)− (12i) (14b)
Usually, the var losses is a much smaller component of qnetsub
compared to combined var consumption by the loads and
the inverters, therefore, it doesn’t affect the optimal point
significantly. In fact, in most cases, the optimal point of (14)
is also optimal for (13) except when lower voltage boundary
6constraints of (12e) at all nodes are not active. In those cases,
(13) tries to further reduce voltage to its minimum in order
to increase losses which adds a negligible error in optimal net
var flow qnetsub calculated by (14). Therefore, q
net
cap is estimated
via (10) using optimal qg∗j resulting from (14).
D. Coupling of Capability Curve with TN
It is pertinent to discuss that the grid side voltage vtm is
a function of the pnetsub and q
net
sub at all the substations of a
transmission network. This means there is an inherent coupling
between the DER watt/var dispatches and the vtm that evolves
based on the operating condition. Fortunately OLTC tap ratio
provides a limited decoupling between primary and secondary
side of the substation within the range of r. Due to this,
the desired optimal secondary voltage v∗0 can be achieved
by adjusting tap ratio for any value of vtm which lies in the
decoupling range D defined as,
D = [ v∗0/r, v∗0/r ] (15)
This decoupling is lost when vtm /∈ D i.e. the OLTC tap gets
saturated. Note that the vtm is the voltage that is expected
as result of var capability dispatch and needs to be predicted
by TSO before requesting var capability from the DSO. To
address this concern, DSO estimates the var capability qcapnet =
[qcap
net
, qcapnet] and D for nominal value of vtm = 1 and send
this information to TSO. Since the var capability will probably
be used by the TSO to maintain the vtm close to nominal 1 pu,
in most cases, vtm should fall in D. It is advised that the TSO
use both qcapnet and D as constraints while estimating the the
var requirement service from DSO. However, there might arise
situations when expected vtm /∈ D. In such cases, DSO can not
guarantee the qcapnet but can provide an estimated bound on q
cap
net
for worst case value of vtm i.e. q
cap
net = [q
cap
net
− q, qcapnet −
q]. Note that the worst case bounds will always shrink the
capability range i.e. |qcap
net
− q| ≤ |qcapnet| and |q
cap
net − q| ≤
|qcapnet|. The bound q correspond to the optimal solution of
(12) with vtm = vtm. Similarly, the bound q correspond to
the optimal solution of (14) with vtm = vtm, where vtm and
vtm are the minimum and maximum possible values of vtm
which can be obtained from TSO using historical data. More
specifically, we can write:
qcapnet =

[ qcap
net
, qcapnet ], for vtm ∈ D, vtm ∈ D
[ qcap
net
−q, qcapnet], for vtm /∈ D, vtm ∈ D
[ qcap
net
, qcapnet−q], for vtm ∈ D, vtm /∈ D
[ qcap
net
−q, qcapnet−q] for vtm /∈ D, vtm /∈ D
where D and D are the decoupling ranges of opt (12) and (14)
respectively.
Remark 1: It is unlikely that the vtm will lie outside the
decoupling range D even after var support from DSO, because
the purpose of aggregating var capability is to utilize it to
improve the transmission side voltage and keep it close to the
nominal operating point. Still, the worst case bounds will help
TSO to be better prepared for a wide range of conditions.
Flow chart of the overall process of the var capability curve
estimation for a given operating condition is shown in Fig.6.
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of the process of estimating var capability curve as function
of DER real power curtailment
V. TEST CASE STUDY
A. Reactive Power Flexibility Region (RPFR)
In order to numerically evaluate the var flexibility provided
by DER, we define reactive power flexibility region (RPFR)
as the range [a, b] at any give operating condition,
a =
qcap
net
− qbasenet
qbasenet
; b =
qcapnet − qbasenet
qbasenet
where qbasenet is the net var demand at the substation when
all DER inverters are operating in unity power factor mode
i.e. no var dispatch by the inverters. RPFR represents the
maximum possible increase or decrease in the var demand
with respect to the base var demand. The lower (upper) bound
a (b) denotes the minimum (maximum) possible var demand
or maximum available capacitive (inductive) var support. A
higher magnitudes of both a and b with negative and positive
signs respectively represent a larger flexibility region. A zero
value of both a and b denotes no available var flexibility.
B. Test System Description
An unbalanced 3-phase IEEE distribution 37 bus test system
is considered with 2 MW as peak load and around 90%
solar PV penetration as shown in Fig.. Here, we define the
penetration level is a ratio of peak solar generation to peak
load demand. Around 100 Single phase DER (solar PV) units
are equally distributed throughout the distribution feeder nodes
in all three phases. Inverter ratings are considered 1.1 times
the peak solar generation. Maximum and minimum values of
vtm are considered as 0.9 and 1.1.
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Fig. 7. IEEE 37 bus distribution test system
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Fig. 8. The aggregated net capability curve of a distribution system with high
DER penetration as function of DER curtailment for (a) case 1: peak load,
(b) case 2: low load
C. Aggregated Net Capability Curves
Let’s consider two cases with different loading conditions to
compare the aggregated net capability curves i.e. high loading
case 1 with peak load and low loading case 2 with half of
the peak load. The nominal (vtm = 1) capability curve for
case 1 is shown in Fig.8 as function of DER curtailment with
black solid lines. The blue shaded region is P-Q flexibility or
capability domain and the dashed back line is base var demand
(2000 kvar) with no var dispatch by DERs. The region above
and below base var demand line can be seen as inductive
and capacitive var support region respectively. Essentially,
any point in the flexibility domain area can be achieved by
appropriately curtailing the real power and dispatching the
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Fig. 9. Voltage at all nodes downstream of node 733 in IEEE 37 bus system
for case 1 and case 2 while estimating inductive capability curve (qcapnet)
TABLE I
% REACTIVE POWER FLEXIBILITY RANGE (RPFR) AT DIFFERENT DER
CURTAILMENT LEVEL
DER Case 1: High load Case 2: Low load
curtailment Nominal Worst case Nominal Worst case
% [-0.84, 0.89] [-0.84, 0.39] [-1.57, 1.67] [-1.4, 1.67]
40% [-1.64, 1.84] [-1.64, -0.59] [-3.06, 3.44] [-3.06, 2.80]
60% [-1.81, 2.04] [-1.81, -1.27] [-3.38, 3.85] [-3.38, 1.75]
80% [-1.90, 1.83] inf * [-3.56, 4.07] [-3.56, 0.45]
* inf denotes the infeasible solution
reactive power of DER units. The RPFR ([a, b]) values with
worst case bounds for both case 1 and case 2 are compared
in Table I for different DER curtailment levels. It can be seen
that the nominal capacitive support region (magnitude of a)
increases with increasing curtailment for both case 1 and 2 as
increasing real power curtailment frees the inverter capacity
as well as it reduces the voltages due to increase in net load.
This provides more scope for DERs to supply var leading to
higher magnitude of a. However, the inductive var support
region (magnitude of b) first increases with curtailment but
starts decreasing towards the end for case 1 while for case 2,
it continuously increases. This is because both the increasing
curtailment and inductive var support cause low voltages and
after a certain curtailment level, the voltage of at least one
node reaches to its minimum limit. Whereas, in case 2, the
voltages do not reach to the minimum limit due to low load
condition as shown in Fig.9.
Note that the worst case values of a and b correspond to
vtm = 1.1 and 0.9 respectively. It can be seen that the worst
case bounds shrink the nominal RPFR in all cases, however,
shrink in magnitude of b is very high compare to that of a. The
reason is increasing curtailment causes voltage reduction and
to avoid under voltage violations at vtm = 0.9, the inverters
var absorption capability is reduced or in fact made negative
i.e. inverters start supplying var. For the same reason, at 80%
curtailment in case 1, the worst case becomes infeasible which
means that under voltage violations can not be avoided for
vtm = 0.9 even with maximum var dispatch by all inverters.
It can be inferred as that no var capability can be provided
by DSO without violating voltages if vtm is expected to be as
low as 0.9.
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Fig. 10. Normalized Daily load profile and solar PV generation profile for
24 hours with maximum value as 1 pu
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Fig. 11. Day-ahead aggregated flexibility region of a distribution system with
and without real power curtailment
D. Day-ahead Capability Curve
In the last section, capability curve were shown for a
given operating condition which are utilized for real-time
operations. However, the day-ahead capability curves can also
be estimated to be utilized by TSO for day-ahead planning.
It can be obtained by repeating the capability estimation
procedure for each operating point. A normalized daily load
curve and solar PV generation profile is applied to each load
and PV unit respectively as shown in Fig.10. Fig.11 shows a
capability curves (black solid lines) and var support region
(grey shaded area) of the test system at hourly operating
points with no curtailment . The day-ahead curve gives more
visual information of how the aggregated capability varies
with changing operating condition throughout the day. It can
be seen that the flexibility range is minimum at noon when
least inverter capacity is available for var support, however,
a 40% curtailment free the inverter capacity and expands the
flexibility area by adding an extra blue shaded portion during
peak solar hours as shown in Fig.11.
E. Integration Standard IEEE1547 Compliance
The recently revised DER integration standard IEEE1547-
2018 has made it compulsory for each inverter-based DER
unit to provide var capability of 44% of its kW rating at all
operating conditions. In order to comply with it, there are
two possible options i.e. either oversize the inverter by 1.113
times the kW rating with no DER curtailment or 10.2% DER
curtailment during peak hours with no inverter oversize. Here,
we have compared the impact of IEEE1547 compliance on
the aggregated RPFR by choosing both the options in form of
two cases as shown in Fig.12. Case 1 is shown by black solid
lines where 10.2% curtailment is applied to each DER with no
oversized inverters and case 2 is shown by orange solid lines
where each inverter is oversize by 1.113 times. Note that both
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Fig. 12. Two different day-ahead aggregated capability curves and domains
due to compliance to IEEE1547 var capability requirements
the cases comply to IEEE1547 standard, however the case 2
has broader aggregated RPFR compare to case 1 e.g. [-1.02
1.16] and [-0.91 1.04] respectively at 12 noon. The case 1
might be more beneficial for the customers as the curtailment
will be only required in rare cases when the var is needed
by TSO and inverter oversize cost will be saved. However,
it depends on many other factors such as policy, incentive
structure, ancillary service market etc. and further cost-benefit
analysis is needed of specific cases to arrive at any decision.
F. Factors Affecting Capability Curve
1) Impact of DER penetration levels: Table II shows the
RPFR values for increasing DER penetration level at no DER
curtailment level for the high load condition. As expected, both
nominal capacitive and induction flexibility region increase
with higher DER penetration. However, the worst case bounds
show infeasible solution till 60% penetration for vtm = 0.9
i.e. var support from 60% DER penetration is not enough to
keep distribution system voltages in limit if substation primary
voltages goes as low as 0.9 pu.
2) Impact of Inverter size: Inverter size plays a crucial role
in available DER capability. Table III compare the RPFR for
different inverter sizes during peak solar generation. Inverters
with no oversize and with no curtailment results in zero
flexibility region, however, the flexibility can be increased by
real power curtailment as shown in the Table III (row 2).
It shows the trade-off between oversizing and curtailment to
achieve desired flexibility during peak solar as both options
have economic cost associated. This trade-off is also relevant
while complying to the integration standard 1547-2018 as
discussed in the next section.
TABLE II
% REACTIVE POWER FLEXIBILITY RANGE (RPFR) FOR DIFFERENT DER
PENETRATION AT ZERO CURTAILMENT
DER penetration → 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
nominal RPFR [-0.19, [-0.38, [-0.59, [-0.78, [-0.98,
= [ a, b ] 0.17] 0.39] 0.61] 0.83] 1.05]
worst case RPFR
inf inf inf
[-0.78, -[0.98,
= [ a, b ] 0.03] 0.72]
* inf denotes the infeasible solution
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% REACTIVE POWER FLEXIBILITY RANGE (RPFR) FOR DIFFERENT
INVERTER SIZING AT ZERO CURTAILMENT
Inverter oversize → 1 1.1 1.2
No DER curtailment [0, 0] [-0.84 0.89] [-1.20, 1.30]
40% DER curtailment [-1.44, 1.58] [-1.64, 1.84] [-1.84, 2.08]
TABLE IV
% RPFR COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTED AND COMMUNITY SOLAR
LOCATIONS AT ZERO CURTAILMENT
distributed solar
community solar
end middle beginning
[-0.84, 0.88] [-0.06, 0.85] [-0.82, 0.87] [-0.82, 0.86]
3) Community Solar v/s Distributed Solar: Utilities have
recently started community solar projects in which a large
amount of concentrated solar PV is installed at one loca-
tion rather than distributed throughout the network. We have
considered one distributed solar case where solar is equally
distributed throughout the system. In other cases, community
solar is installed at the end of the feeder (node 711, 740,
741), middle of the feeder (node 730) and near substation
(node 701,702,713). The RPFR values are compared in Table
IV and the flexibility domains are shown in Fig.13. It can be
seen that the installing solar at the end of the feeder reduces the
capacitive flexibility significantly, whereas at other locations,
there is no significant change in RPFR. This is because a large
amount of solar at the end of the feeder causes significant over-
voltage that leaves less scope for capacitive var support during
peak solar with no curtailment. Note that the flexibility region
remain almost same for distributed solar and community solar
near substation.
4) Impact of grid side voltages: From transmission side, the
primary substation voltage is a crucial factor that can affect
the capability domain significantly. Though, usually we expect
the vtm to be around 1, in case of contingencies and other
events, it can significantly deviate from nominal value. Fig.14
shows how the capability region varies with change in vtm
at no curtailment. Note that the flexibility region shrinks as
vtm moves away from nominal 1 pu on either side beyond
the decoupling range D. It can be seen that the DER-OPF
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Fig. 14. Impact of grid side voltage on the capability region
becomes infeasible for vtm greater than 1.19 pu and less than
0.88 pu that means no flexibility is available without violating
the voltage limits.
VI. IMPACT OF AGGREGATED DER VAR SUPPORT ON THE
TRANSMISSION GRID
The proposed framework estimates the aggregated var ca-
pability curve for the transmission grid. However, the grid
might not want the maximum var support all the time; rather
it can ask for the var support in specific needs e.g. in case
of voltage dips due to line contingencies. In this section, we
will demonstrate how the proposed aggregated var capability
can potentially enhance the options for TSO on an integrated
transmission-distribution test system. A T-D co-simulation
platform is developed to accurately asses the impact [31].
An integrated T-D test system is constructed by replacing
aggregated loads at all three load buses (T5,T7,T9) of the
IEEE 9 bus transmission test system by multiple IEEE 37
bus distribution feeders as shown in Fig.15.
Let’s consider a operating point with peak solar generation
to demonstrate the impact of minimum available var flexibility.
We will compare the impact of DER var support under line
T5-6 contingency for following cases: a) No DER var support
provided by any DSO; b) DSO at bus T9 provide just enough
DER var support to comply with integration standard 1547;
c) DSO at both bus T9 and T5 provide just enough DER var
support to comply with integration standard 1547; d) DSO at
bus T9 provide more DER var support than case (b) by 20%
curtailment. Fig.16 shows the var support provided by DSO
at t = 10 after line T5-6 contingency in all 4 cases. Fig.17
compare the voltages at transmission buses for all cases. At
t = 5, line 5-6 is removed that leads to dip in voltages and
bus T5 and T9 suffer under voltage violation. In case (b), the
support by only T9 is not enough to recover voltages above
0.95. In such cases, TSO either can request var flexibility from
both T9 and T5 as recommended by 1547 standard i.e. case (c)
or it can request extra support from T9 that can be provided by
some curtailment i.e. case (d). It can be seen that both case (c)
and (d) recover voltages above the limit, however, the amount
of voltage boost at T9 and T5 differ based on the cases. Fig.18
show the distribution buses voltage profile that remains within
the limit while providing var support to the grid. Note that
the estimation of optimal var support request profile depends
on the various factor such as objective of TSO, availability
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Fig. 15. Integrated T-D test system with coupled IEEE 9 bus transmission
and IEEE 37 bus distribution test systems
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Fig. 16. The var provision by DSO at substation T5 and T9 of the grid after
transmission line 5-6 contingency in various cases: a) no support from DER;
b) DER var support from bus T9; c) DER var support from both bus T9 and
T5; d) DER var support from bus T9 with 20% curtailment
of DER flexibility, economic compensation policies etc and
needs to be achieved via an optimization process which is
beyond the scope of this paper. The 4 cases here demonstrate
the potential of the proposed framework that provides higher
flexibility to TSO in utilizing DER var capability as ancillary
service for the benefit of the grid.
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Fig. 17. Impact of Aggregated DER var support on grid voltages after
transmission line 5-6 contingency in various cases
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Fig. 18. Impact of Aggregated DER var support on distribution system
voltages after transmission line 5-6 contingency in various cases
VII. CONCLUSION
This work is one component of the overall pursuit to utilize
a vast amount of expected DER penetration for the benefit
of the future grid, driven by the proposition that multitude of
geographically distributed DERs with var control capability
can be seen as flexible var resources (mini SVCs) for the grid.
To facilitate this vision, a systematic OPF based methodology
is proposed to construct an aggregated net var capability curve
and flexibility region of a distribution network with high DER
penetration, analogous to a conventional bulk generator. The
proposed capability curve also accounts for DER curtailment
that enables TSO to utilize both P and Q flexibilities provided
by DERs into their planning and operational activities. The
results on an unbalanced 37 bus test system confirms the
availability of significant flexibility by DERs in most of
the conditions. Further, the impact of distribution voltage
constraints, inverter sizing and, T-D coupling on the flexibility
region is discussed. In order to comply with new grid codes
such as IEEE1547, either curtailment or inverter oversize
might be necessary. It is observed that a large chunk of DERs
concentrate at the end of the feeder shrinks the flexibility
region significantly due to voltage constraints. Finally, the
potential impact of such var provision on the transmission
system performance is verified on an integrated T-D test
system in cosimulation environment.
Certainly, the formulation and details of inclusion of the
proposed flexibility in grid planning and operations remain
an exciting challenge for future studies that also require a
larger discussion on policy, payment structure etc. Nonethe-
less, the results are encouraging and indicate that the proposed
aggregated capability indeed has potential to improve grid
optimality by providing enhanced flexibility services to TSO.
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